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Our Objectives and Expectations

Although our anonymous research project is based in Germany it has an international scope covering publications from all
countries since 1908 (the year of the first publication critical of
relativity). We document the publications and we try to inform
the public about the existence of the strong and uninterrupted
tradition of criticism.

Our aim is to communicate to the public the tragic fact of the
Relativity Catastrophe which started in 1922 in Germany with
the total expulsion of all critics of relativity from academic physics and then from the whole “scientific community”, accompanied by the overwhelming applause from all other scientific
disciplines and the media!

Together with our Partners in 2012 we have achieved something which initially we have never dreamt of: the presentation
of English translations of two chapters of our documentation [1]
of 2004 and the translation of our latest “Open Letter”:

The expulsion of the critics has been hailed by the scientists
internally as a triumph of science. In the following years this
singular and perverse development has more or less spread over
all the industrial states of the world. This complete triumph of
relativity endures until today.

- Chapter 2: “Catalogue of Errors for Both Theories of
Relativity” [2]
- Chapter 9: “The Thought Experiment” [3] a report about the
effect of critical thoughts about relativity in our society.
- “4th Open Letter on the Freedom of Science” addressed to
German language newspapers and magazines [4]
Moreover in 2012 we have published a supplement to
- Chapter 4: Documentation of publications critical of relativity [5] thus increasing the total number of publications in all languages and from all countries to 6183.
Although no part of Chapter 4 has been translated into English, a great portion of this material was published in English
language, and the bibliographic description of all documents
follows international standards and therefore will easily be understood by an international public without any difficulties. The
only restriction will be that some abstracts are written in German.
Our first initiative to address the international public in English has been in 2006 the publication of an introduction to our
research project and our activities [6] and the “Open Letter” [7]
accompanying the distribution of this introduction.

The main reason for this tragic success of a new type of
“science” we see in the fact that the academics have managed to
hide the expulsion of the critics from the public. The public in all
countries has been and is cheated about this fact to the present
day.
The 1922 created new type of “science” we call Socio-Physics.
How does Socio-Physics work? The academics and the media tell
the public that there is no criticism of relativity. There has been
only few criticism in the early years after 1905 but it has been
“refuted”. If there should be expressed any criticism of relativity
it comes from cranks and crackpots who do not deserve any
attention. No serious scientist has any doubts about special relativity. Therefore the journals have no critical papers to publish,
the international conferences have no critical contributions to
listen to, the academies have no critical discussions, the scientific
publishing houses have no critical books to publish. For experiments which may contradict relativity there is no money left.
Socio-Physics has organized a complete suppression of criticism
and has everything under control.
We have to face the reality that theoretical physics has been
organized as a conspiracy against the public. If our diagnosis of
the Relativity Catastrophe and the resulting Socio-Physics is
correct, we have to find ways to inform the public about this state
of affairs.
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First of all we dissidents have to realize the international level
of Socio-Physics. The “physics communities” of all industrial
countries suppress any criticism on the international level. Consequently also the dissidents have to act united internationally
exactly like the proletarians of good old Marx. The foundation of
the NPA has been a decisive step.
Secondly we have to document that criticism of the relativity
theories has a strong and uninterrupted tradition until today and
is even becoming stronger and widespread over a growing number of countries in the last decades. Our documentation tries to
tackle this job. We are collecting the evidence to prove the academic conspiracy. Our documentation will reveal this strange
Socio-Physics of academia towards the public as a big lie. No
relativist can anymore tell the public that there has been no criticism of relativity “with exception of the early years after 1905".
Thirdly we have to address the public. This is a difficult task
because the powers that be in academic physics will use their
established control and censorship to prevent us to reach the
public through the mass media in print or audiovisual. The only
medium open to the dissidents is the Internet.
Therefore we can only try to reach individual addressees or
groups of addressees through personal or open letters or internet
forums and weblogs or through books published by the authors.
Our Project and our Partners have tried this way. Chapter 9 is the
balance sheet of these activities. We are very interested to hear
about the dissidents’ experiences in other countries.
After the productive year of 2012 for our Project with several
moves towards the international English speaking public we as
professional critics hope for a critical reception of our publications. We are eager to learn and open for better ideas. We have
still a long way to go.

The NPA’s Open letter on the Twin Paradox
On the centennial anniversary of the publication of Paul
Langevin’s famous Twin-Paradox-Paper “On Space and Time” in
October 2011 the NPA-Group has published “An Open Letter to
the Physics Community: The Twin Paradox”.
This Open Letter presents 20 different allegedly “correct” solutions of the Paradox, published by “authorities” on relativity:
we consider these 20 solutions as a beautiful example of SocioPhysics to confuse the public.
The Open Letter asks the international “physics community”
to establish the correct solution. This international NPA action is
one of the best ideas so far of the dissidents to force the relativist
conspiracy to reveal its existence. We are very impressed by this
move and we are very curious to see the outcome.
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We only see two possible reactions of the “community” to the
Open Letter: or to hide away from the problem refusing the answer and thereby proving the existence of the conspiracy against
the public (the most probable reaction) or to answer the question
and thereby revealing the nonsense of special relativity irrespective of which of the 20 solutions they would prefer to be correct
(the least probable one).
The direction of the Open Letter to the international “physics
community” and the international support of the Open Letter
document the necessity and the possibility to reach the international level of activities. The NPA’s “World Science Database” is
another initiative which has strengthened the international conscience and cooperation of the dissidents.
Summarizing the developments of the last years we would
like to say that they have been a big step for the dissidents and
for mankind as well.
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